
                                 THE NHS FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST 

Results for the Month of November 2022  
88% of patients would recommend this surgery 

 
0 Patient completed the questionnaire at the surgery 

192 Patients responded to our text message on their mobile device 
 

The combined responses were as follows: 
 

Thinking about your GP practice… 
 

1. Overall, how was your experience of our service?” 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Please can you tell us why you gave your answer? 
 

I found staff at the at the reception overall all very helpful and pleasant thank you.  

Quicker getting through this time 

The nurse is so so friendly and makes us feel so relaxed she is lovely  

Service good and customer care and patient thought of. 

Was in and out very quick  

Efficient and professional  
Very helpful, and informative. 
. 

Helpful  

Dr Reshmi was fantastic. Everything was explained simply and I was very appreciative of her call and advice.  

Nice and friendly and approachable  

The doctor phoned me right on time and gave me some good news so I was very happy 

I had Excellent Patient Care from the Doctor i saw, Dr. Chackraboty. 

I phoned for a phone appointment given the time to expect it and with doctor of choice. I received the call with the 

Very good Good Neither good nor 
poor 

Poor 
 

Very poor Don’t Know 

148 20 8 7 7 2 

 



doctor spot on time and my query was sorted 

Don't ever get the calls in appointed time. Either it's few hours earlier or late.  
Hayley always greets me like an old friend (although I haven't seen her for a while) and is always very thorough and 
professional during consultation. Also friendly helpful reception staff . Fabulous service. 

My nurse at my appointment  very understanding makes you feel comfortable  
I was given an appointment and went for my appointment and was told it was cancelled not by me . Wasted my time 
and lost money from work as had to take time off  

 
Dr pattiker was caring, understanding and listened to the problem while offering support  
The call was on time 
Prescription was sent on time  

good service.. 

Had my flu vac as agreed 

Allways helpful 

The nurse was very understanding about my situation, and discussed options that were available to me. 

25mins late called in, didn?t get wot answers I wanted.  

Receptionist was very helpful 
Appointment felt very rushed and was told my prescription item isn't stocked in the pharmacy so I'd have to wait  4 days 
before picking it up even though after my last appointment I was able to pop straight in for my item  

Appointment on time flu jab quick and easy in and out. 

Quick and efficient service x 

Prompt service, highly professional and helpful staff 

Because I was treated, as always, with kindness and everybody is always helpfu, and for that I thank uou all.  
This is the second time I have received a text to come to the surgery to see the nurse when it was supposed to be a 
phone conversation  

Very informative and understanding. Thank you.  
Because I was waiting for a long time to see a doctor face to face and I received good  
 tratament .Thank you! I like because you can see the doctor  when you ask Ã¯Â¿Â½n that day . 
Hayley who I was seen by, was excellent. Very efficient and I received all the support and help I needed.  
 
Couldn?t fault my visit.  

Friendly and helpful with care and understanding. 
As usual very understanding and a pleasure dealing with Dr Chakraborty,very professional . I have lots of confidence in 
him. The staff also deserve commending for there hard work and patience. Regards  

Dr was very understanding, and sorting out the problem and was very pleasant. Thank you . 

Frendy staff  

Very helpfull 
Receptionist was all over the place 
Nurse practitioner was excellent  
I think the feedback time on test results and X-rays etc., is abysmal. This demonstrates just how much the NHS hospital 
services are overstretched. 
Same applies to present day GP consultations which are primarily carried out over the telephone. 



Incredible professional and engaging practitioner. A total credit to her profession. 

Phoned for appointment at 8.30am was offered a face to face appointment at 10.30 the same day. 

Good information all round 
Dr Rashmi is very understanding and thorough. 
 
Thank You DR Rashmi 

Attentive and good follow up service.  

Good conversation with doctor, hopefully new medication will help 
Booked a Flu Jab appointment. 
It was never applied the ?computer?. 
Yet to have a face-to-face with a doctor. 
Staff and Nurses are   very helpful. 

I was very comfortable with the doctor. I felt that she listened to my concerns.  

Taken care of in the best possible way felt at ease thank you  

Friendly staff and on time 

Friendly staff always prompt to reply  

Very helpful 

Very informative helpful advice  
I was in a queue for 45 mins (I have screenshot proof) before hanging up due to work. I came into surgery face to face to 
make appointment and a receptionist told me I can?t make them there I have to phone!? I am looking to  go to another 
surgery  

GP listened to what i was telling her and referred me for a cat scan.  

The nurse was excellent at providing all the information needed and resolved the issues I had plus more.  
Dr explained problems and what needed to be done.  Had a nurse follow up with something that hadn't been checked 
for further investigation. 
I have had two appointments this week with Dr Manaka and find her very approachable and very thorough. She has 
instigated an emergency ENT appt, which I hope will turn out fine 

In for bloods which was difficult. Louise and Hayley were patient and made it as easy as possible for me 

Go is always attentive and understanding making me feel at ease 

Same. Every. Time. Excellent.  
All of my questions answered regarding my annual review. Explanations given to results of  blood tests etc. Nurse very 
professional and friendly and appointment on time 

Hayley was efficient and easy to talk to  
I found the Nurse Practicioner 
Helpful and pleasant manner 

Very pleasant staff and I was seen on time with no hassle, just as I hoped.  

Appointment on time and getting sorted about my medical needs 

Explained very why I should carry on with meds 

Dr was polite and thorough. Offered physio self referral also should I need additional support.  

Nurse very professional but also down to earth explaining everything to me  



The lady, Debbie was very helpful and friendly  

Gp was upbeat and positive  

Because it was as always 

On time and courteous  
Excellent service received from Debbie. 
 
Everything explained and questions answered. 
Prompt appt,  nurse very thorough and very informative. Staff member very understanding and helpful. All staff very 
good at this practice.  

Booked phone consultation call on time stated. I was dealt with in a friendly manner and queries sorted as always 

Service ,attitude, consulting etc 

docter was very nice and pleasant x 

because it's true  
Good conversation regarding my mole on my side with doctor and nurse noticed that the size had reduced this morning 
so we agreed just to leave it and if it got any bigger just to go to doctors overall very happy  

Nurse was thorough      , helpful and pleasant 

Debbie the nurse who gave me my B12 injection was very friendly and efficient. 

Excellent service all round! 

Because of the caring voice of doctor on phone appointment 

I. Always. Have. Good.  Service. When. I.  Go  to. The.  Sergery 

The doctor was on time and very nolagable about what I had wrong with me and very polite  

Excellent service 
Had tel app with Debbie at 8.30 today but received no call  but did get reminder on Tuesday. Wiill make another 
appointment with her for another day  

Welcoming and friendly. Made to feel at ease and comfortable, well informed during and after minor op. 

No waiting for needle and friendly nurse 

Louie?s rang on time and gave me plenty of information about what is going to happen next  
Service poor dr requested me to be examined  by her she would not pre book an appointment, i rang this morning 
waited 10 minutes on phone to get through only to be told she is off until Tuesday, she should have informed me 
regarding this instead of w 

Iwas ok she told me a lot to help me about my health   

The nurse in question took the time to ask after my well being and didnt treat me as a total stranger  

I have always had good service from this medical centre, and it was my privilege to help with the students  

Nurse was very pleasant and was on time thankyou 

Short waiting time and nurse very pleasant and friendly  

Professional, polite and very welcoming. Put myself and my husband at ease 

Was a quick in and out appointment nurse was polite and was pain free  
Dr Charakborty is fantastic and I always leave my appointments happier. He never rushes you out like other doctors, he 
is professional, knowledgable and extremely thorough in his practice. You can tell he wants the best and goes above and 



beyond  

Doctor listened to me, asked questions and made me feel comfortable  

Excellent Service  

THE  NURSE  WAS  GOOD  AND  UNDERSTANDING  AND   VERY  HELPFUL  FOR  ME.  THANKS 

I never actually seen a doctor i would have like to but somthing is better than nothing  

The staff are always very kind, pleasant, and do there jobs wonderfully...  

Seen promptly and advise given by friendly staff was very helpful  
Excellent appt. I was talked through every stage with clear explanations, given results and  prepared for what to expect 
at my follow up appt. All in a relaxed, friendly yet efficient manner. All good from my point of view, thank you. 

The lady was very pleasant and listened to me as well as giving me advice  

No issues. Dealt with early and friendly 

Hayley was excellent in giving me the X-ray results and advice she explained everything.  

Hayley Is always very friendly,  caring , thorough and professional  
Not happy with the appointment  system, evry time I ring to make a appointment I can't get through from 8 30 it's a 
joke I have to go down to the surgery for 8 30 it's all right when you live in that area when is the proper appointment 
returning ? 

Reassuring. Quick. Professional. 
Apparently, the appointment was a telephone appointment. The message i received yesterday did not state that and 
should be more specific. Luckily, the lady who was going to phone me had 10 mins to spare and was able to see me. 

Rang on time , very explanatory.  

the doctor was nice and listened and helped me  

Appointment was on time and staff very helpful. 

I had satisfactory response to my problem, both receptionist and nurse were very pleasant  

Although the doctor was running late he was very thorough with George  

I only waited  a short while  to see a doctor  

I was well looked after and Haley the nurse was ver helpful and informative. 
Health navigator wasn't initially very helpful in getting me an appt. I had to stress 3 times that I needed an appt that 
day, she kept trying to book me to see the nurse practitioner 4 days later. 

Dr was lovely and very knowledgeable as you would expect but she seemed like she really cared 
Hayley was very helpful and informative. She explained a few options moving forward that can be took. She listened to 
what I had to say, she didn't rush me or fob me off. Professional yet polite and friendly. 

Straight in out 

Doctor always great-at explaining what?s happening and needed  

On time and helped get anothe appointment booked for her eyes  

Service was on time without any problems.  

 

Friendly and caring atmosphere as always  

A very efficient service  



I cancelled my recent appointment  as not well  

The nurse explained everything clearly  about my problem and appointment was very much on time xx 

The help I received was OK and on time. 

Because Haily listen to you and sometimes that's all you need to put your mind at rest  

Disappointed doctor couldn?t see me but at least i have a prescription which hopefully will help  
the flow chart submitted weeks ago hadn?t been checked and we should have been booked in with the original nurse, 
the nurse we saw wasn?t qualified to decider the flow chart so she will have to show the 1st nurse who will then call 
me. Wasted journey 

Phone call on time very polite listened to wat I had to say and was very very helpful thank you  

Lovely nurse and receptionists  
Because I couldn?t make an appointment for another day,you have to ring at 8.30 and see if there is any appointments 
for the same day,if you can?t get though on the phone you have to to the the doctors and ask for an appointment that 
day,it crazy  

Debbie the nurse was very nice and helpful 
Louise was first class.  Lovely person and extremely understanding and caring. Practised empathy to such a degree she 
tempered any anxiety I was feeling about my appointment 

The nurse explained things to me. 
Great clinic! I would say the best!!! 
Extremely polite and efficient service. Could not be happier. 

Nurse Debbie is amazing.Ifelt much better when I left the surgery  

On time, very polite  

Louise was very helpful and professional and took time to listen to what I wanted to discus 

the doctor was not at all interested in listening to us properly. she was only in a hurry to finish faster. disaster 

The doctor was very good, she's extremely pleasant, helpful and attentive. 

The doctor was very helpfull 

Excellent service from the nurse. 

Good ? and friendly staff  

Doctor listened to me and formed a plan  

Dr Charaborty was so understanding   took time to listen  
Asked for app with doc. Got told I coukd have an app with a nurse, asked if nurse coukd referee to specialist, to be told 
no, so got booked in with physio who said they'd get doc to ring me, yet noone rang, so needed another app with doc  

The caller was precise 

Got online appointment booking , excellent care from the doctor  

 
Everything was explained in a way I could understand. I had the opportunity to ask question and wax made to feel the 
doctor had time for me. 

The doctor listened to what I had to say and explained things so I understood. 

Lovely GP, provided me time to explain what lead to my call. Attentive and thorough.  

Lack of an actual telephone appointment!   



Excellent stuff  

The GP was very good and understanding, I felt listened to. Thanks  

 

 
I Walked in to Medical Centre Registered my appointment on board, sat in waiting room for my 10-00 appointment and 
Dr Chakraborty called in about 2mins past 10-00. Like clockwork. 

 

Doctor was caring and informative.  

Good doctor 
Dr rashmi patteka is excellent every time I have an appointment very understanding and try?s all she can to help my 
medical issues. 

Fantastic care given by Hayley and debs  

Because it?s not clear if it is a face to face or a telephone appointment  

Listened to what I had to say then increased medication. Asked if I was receiving help elsewhere  
The doctor explained the results of my blood test and offered a course of action which satisfied me. I thanked her for 
the information and was pleased with the phone consultation.  

I had a call from Doctor and got it early which was convenient for me 

The Dr was very approachable and my son felt at ease  

Staff are excellent couldn?t ask for better x 

Friendly and professional staff 

 
 
Please tell us anything we could have done better? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


